MANIFESTO

I, Shalin Mayank, Roll No. 140020099, if elected as the Cultural Councillor (2016-17) of Hostel 9, propose to do the following:

INITIATIVES

- Will open a Facebook group named ‘Dance of the Day’ for maintaining the dance culture
- Will put up a cultural calendar every month on the notice boards of the wings

CULTURAL GCs

- Will ensure that the theme meets for the high preparation GCs are carried well advance in time so that the practice starts well in time
- Will create a database of the new hostel inmates as per their interests in different cultural activities so as to increase participation
- Make all the information available about the cultural GCs to the hostel inmates as soon as the GCs will be announced by the institute secretaries
- Will ensure that the results of the cultural GCs are put up on the notice board
- Will ensure proper publicity of all the GCs by putting posters on notice boards, posts on hostel Facebook group
- Will maintain hostel YouTube channel by timely updating with the cultural GCs and intra hostel cultural activities videos

HOSTEL EVENTS

- Will organise hostel fest with proper planning
- Will ensure that all the social events are organised in a proper and enthusiastic way
- Will ensure coverage of all the cultural events and the photos are put on FB group and notice boards well on time
- Will organise basic workshops like DSLR handling, video editing, painting etc to increase enthusiasm in the hostel inmates
- Will organise movie and important match screenings in the hostel

HOSTEL EQUIPMENTS

- Will buy DSLR camera lens, tripod stand for the hostel
- Will maintain the fine arts and dance inventory

AT INSTITUTE LEVEL

- Maintaining a good relation with all the institute secretaries and promote the same among my secretaries so that workshops/meetings can be arranged in our hostel
- To take a strong position in the Institute Cultural Committee meetings representing my hostel regarding various issues
9TANKI

- Will ensure that the hostel fest, Nautanki is organised properly so as to continue the hostel trend in order to foster enthusiasm among inmates

MISCELLANEOUS

- Conduct orientation sessions for the hostel freshers at the start of the session
- Ensure coordination between secretaries and keep a regular check on their work
- Ensure the design and publicity of the hostel T-shirt by the Design secretary
- Will extend my full support to the PAF team for smooth completion

CREDENTIALS

- Co-ordinator, Mood Indigo (2015)
- Film Secretary, Hostel 9 (2015-16)
- Assistant Contingent Leader, Umang’15 (2015)